Researcher has a NEW PROJECT that needs approval or would like to make a request for MODIFICATION or ADDITIONAL SONA PARTICIPANTS.

Researcher submits their new application or request to their Compliance Checker

Compliance Checker completes the New Approval, Modification or SONA Participants Checklist

Is the application/request compliant?

YES

Application is forwarded to HREAP-C for review

HREAP-C PANEL

Is the application/modification compliant?

YES

Approved

Researchers may proceed with their project

NO

Rejected

Ethical Revisions Needed

HREAP-C requests necessary amendments

Researcher makes revisions and resubmits

NO

Compliance Checker requests necessary amendments

Application Sent back to Compliance Checker

Researcher makes revisions and resubmits

LAB COMPLIANCE CHECKER

Compliance Revisions Needed

YES

Compliance Revisions Needed